Echo state network (ESN) is viewed as a temporal non-orthogonal expansion with pseudo-random parameters. Such expansions naturally give rise to regressors of various relevance to a teacher output. We illustrate that often only a certain amount of the generated echo-regressors effectively explain the variance of the teacher output and also that sole local regularization is not able to provide in-depth information concerning the importance of the generated regressors. The importance is therefore determined by a joint calculation of the individual variance contributions and Bayesian relevance using locally regularized orthogonal forward regression (LROFR) algorithm. This information can be advantageously used in a variety of ways for an in-depth analysis of an ESN structure and its state-space parameters in relation to the unknown dynamics of the underlying problem. We present locally regularized linear readout built using LROFR. The readout may have a different dimensionality than an ESN model itself, and besides improving robustness and accuracy of an ESN it relates the echo-regressors to different features of the training data and may determine what type of an additional readout is suitable for a task at hand. Moreover, as flexibility of the linear readout has limitations and might sometimes be insufficient for certain tasks, we also present a radial basis function (RBF) readout built using LROFR. It is a flexible and parsimonious readout with excellent generalization abilities and is a viable alternative to readouts based on a feed-forward neural network (FFNN) or an RBF net built using relevance vector machine (RVM).
Introduction
ESNs are a novel class of recurrent neural networks (RNN) [1] . Their easy construction and simple training procedure are appealing and have attracted the attention of many researchers. The ESN model consists of the statespace update equation (1) and the readout equation (2) x(k + 1) = f (W in u(k + 1) + Wx(k) + W f b y(k)) (1)
where u(k) is an L-dimensional input vector, y(k) is an Pdimensional output vector and x(k) is an M -dimensional echo-state vector. W in ∈ R M ×L denotes an input weight matrix, W ∈ R M ×M denotes an internal weight matrix and W f b ∈ R M ×P is a feedback matrix. Vector function f is applied element-wise to its arguments. The most common choice for f is either a vector of sigmoid or identity functions.
Mathematically, the state-space equation (1) represents a non-orthogonal temporal expansion of teacher and input signal onto a higher-dimensional space. The expansion is carried out so that diverse echoes of an input and teacher signal are generated (hence the name echo-state). This diversity, which should appropriately "explain" a variance of a teacher signal, is the key to the successful training of an ESN. Traditionally, the weight matrices W in , W, W f b
are generated in a pseudo-random manner with no complicated estimation being involved [1] . Nonlinearities in f are usually chosen by a trial-and-error approach [1, 2] . This approach usually suffices to generate many diverse signals. Signals generated by the expansion are successively used as regressors by the linear regression readout mechanism with the readout weights W out being the only parameters to be estimated.
Although the training procedure is simple and transparent, constructing an ESN model that generalizes well is not straightforward and usually involves a considerable number of trials with different ESN parameters. There has been a considerable effort to improve the original ESN model. Some optimizations can be done before expanding echo-signals in state-space parameters (mostly in the weight matrices and in the vector of update functions f ) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and some improvements are possible after the expansion in the readout equation [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] .
The motivation for adjusting the various parameters of the state-space equation is to obtain a stable state-space update and to generate echo-regressors so that their linear compounds explain the variance of the response variable sufficiently well -up to a desired accuracy. Stability of the state-space update is of crucial importance but research along this line is not targeted here. This study analyzes the statistical quality of regressors generated by the ESN expansion and shows how results of such analysis can be advantageously used in a variety of ways as described later in the text. The state-space equation generates non-orthogonal echoregressors of various relevance to the response variable. Some of the generated echo-regressors explain a more significant part of the response variable variance and some less. The number of echo-regressors is often excessively high (up to few hundreds or more) with some of the generated echo-regressors often being collinear (multicollinearity). A high number of echo-regressors and multicollinearity contributes to the undesired numerical instability of the linear readout regression model where a small change in regressors causes a large change in the response. Generalization abilities of such an unstable model are usually low and the model itself might be meaningless. Moreover, models with many parameters may easily fit into the noise of the response variable and are thus prone to overfitting. From the standpoint of regression modeling, it is therefore desirable to reduce the number of readout parameters, especially by removing (or penalizing) collinear and less significant regressors. It is also worth to point out that echo-regressors are "loosely" coupled only in the state-space equation. The readout mechanism may therefore use selected significant echo-regressors only so that a stable readout model with a good generalization performance is obtained. A traditional linear regression readout measures the suitability of fit only in terms of mean square error (MSE). This is often unsatisfactory because no information concerning the quality of the generated echoregressors is given.
Various improvements addressing the mentioned issues have been proposed [11, 12] . Ridge regression combined with pruning of output weights was tested in [11] . Pruning decreased the undesired effects of multicollinearity and this resulted in an increased performance and better generalization. Pruning is however computationally exhaustive and ridge regression regularizes a least-squares (LS) solution only globally using a single regularization parameter which is estimated using the grid search. Performance was observed only in terms of MSE which limits further analysis. Work in [12] presents a joint estimation of local (individual) regularization parameters and delay parameters in delay&sum (D&S) readout based on a variational bayesian approach. The algorithm is computationally effective and capable of an accurate estimation of delay parameters which vastly improves the memory capacity of an ESN and provides a deeper insight into the temporal structure of the underlying problem. Joint estimation of regularization parameters then further enhances the robustness of the model. Regularization parameters smooth model response by penalizing individual echo-regressors according to their "relevance" to the smoothed "noise-free" version of the teacher signal. This alone while significantly improving generalization does not fully indicate the usefulness of the individual echo-regressors. Our work experimentally illustrates this phenomenon and we propose to study individual echoregressors using locally regularized orthogonal forward regression (LROFR) so that both their individual variance contributions and their Bayesian relevance is jointly determined. This can be advantageously used in a variety of ways. The appropriate dimensionality for an ESN readout may be determined and the readout may have a lower dimensionality than the state-space update itself which naturally boosts the robustness and is useful when e.g. augmenting echo-states. The effectiveness of an expansion is transparently determined and this enables an indepth evaluation of ESN state-space parameters and ESN structure; e.g. determining the suitability of an additional nonlinear readout discussed shortly or other aspects like analysis of multiple reservoirs etc. discussed later in the text.
A linear readout in general has, however, limitations in terms of the model's flexibility which might sometimes be insufficient for a task at hand. LROFR analysis is able to determine whether this is the case and suggests whether a more flexible readout mechanism should be used. Such a readout usually requires less parameters than a linear readout and approximates the response variable with better accuracy. Feed forward neural networks (FFNN) and RBF nets constructed using Relevance Vector Machine (RBF-RVM) are perhaps the most popular examples of such models [13, 14, 15] . Advantages of the both models is that they often reduce the number of readout parameters, attenuate effects of multicollinearity by using entire internal state as an input, and often explain a higher portion of the variance of the response variable than linear compounds of original echo-regressors in a linear readout [8] . Training of an FFNN requires a nonlinear least-squares iterative search algorithm, based on gradients, which has a considerably high computational cost. The extreme flexibility of this model requires cautious training to prevent overfitting and obtaining a meaningful model is not straightforward. This is contrary to the fast and appealing LS estimation of parameters in a traditional linear readout of an ESN. Kernel support vector machines such as RBF-RVM received considerable attention and popularity over the last decade and may also be used as a readout mechanism for an ESN. In comparison to FFNN, RBF-RVM is easier to train and possesses some computational advantages. Recently, however, it was shown that RBF-RVM suffers numerical instability when dealing with complex and highly nonlinear data and that its abilities have perhaps been overstated [15] .
Locally regularized RBF readout where RBF net is constructed using LROFR with D-Optimality cost (RBF-LROFR-DOPT) is presented for cases where LROFR analysis indicates that a more flexible readout should be used. This readout has an excellent generalization performance and possesses computational advantages to readouts based on FFNN/RBF-RVM [15] .
The paper is organized as follows. Variable selection that is used to analyze the individual echo-regressors is briefly presented first. Next, locally regularized RBF models are explained in Section 3. Analysis of an ESN using the presented variable selection mechanisms is then provided in Section 4 and results in a proposal of locally regularized linear readout. Locally regularized RBF readout is subsequently presented as a viable alternative to readouts based on FFNN/RBF-RVM. Section 5 illustrates our modeling strategy using a real-world noisy task and a synthetic noiseless task. Future directions for research are suggested in the discussion of Section 6. Finally, the merits of the proposed modeling strategy are summarized and new prospective applications are outlined in the conclusion.
Variable Selection

Orthogonal Forward Regression
The Orthogonal Forward Regression (OFR) algorithm uses the advantages of orthogonal decomposition of the design matrix to compute the individual contribution of each regressor to the response variable variance [16] .
The regression model is to be built from N-sample data set {x(k), y(k)} N k=1 where x(k) ∈ R M and y(k) ∈ R are the k-th training input vector and corresponding desired scalar response, respectively. The regression model may be expressed in the matrix notation
where
T , and X is the design matrix of size N × M with its rows x(1), . . . , x(N ). Orthogonal decomposition of the design matrix X may be written as follows
is a design matrix with orthogonal columns q i satisfying q T i q j = 0 if i = j and R is an upper triangular matrix.
The regression model can be then expressed using the orthogonal design matrix Q.
Minimizing standard least-squares error criterion J = e T e (i.e. setting @J/@g=0) yields a vector of regression coefficients g = (Q T Q) −1 Q T y which satisfies the triangular system Rβ = g. Solving the triangular system obtains the original regression coefficients β. Although computing the regression coefficients in such a way has advantages [17] , the algorithm here is concerned with a variable selection in a forward regression manner using the advantages of orthogonality.
Some useful transformations may be carried out with the orthogonal regression model as follows.
Orthogonality of the regressors q i allows us to write
If mean of the response variable y is 0 then its variance equals to
The variance of y is therefore expressed by the variance explained by the model (the regressors) and unexplained variance of the error term. Because the regressors do not interact (they are orthogonal), it is possible to compute their individual variance contributions to y. Each individual regressor increases the variance explained by the model and reduces the unexplained variance of the error term. This error reduction ratio for an i-th single regressor can be expressed as follows.
The variance equation (10) may be then alternatively expressed as follows
and the unexplained variance ratio then simply is
The algorithm builds a sub-model by selecting M sub significant regressors (usually M sub M ) in a forward regression manner based on the error reduction ratio. Selection is terminated when user-specified tolerance 0 < ξ < 1 for the unexplained variance ratio is reached.
Alternatively, all available regressors are gradually selected and the unexplained variance ratio is observed after each selection. It is often the case that after selecting a certain number of significant regressors, introducing more regressors causes the unexplained variance ratio to decrease only marginally. Such regressors often contribute to illconditioning and the corrupt overall statistical quality of the model.
Locally Regularized OFR
Regression models built using OFR may still fit into the noise of the response (overfitting) because selection is based purely on minimization of error. Local regularization appropriately smoothes model response by penalizing regressor terms to prevent overfitting. Locally regularized OFR (LROFR) [18, 15] adopts the following regularized error criterion
where Λ = diag{λ 1 , . . . , λ M } and λ i is an i-th regularization parameter. As in the case of the OFR, Eq. (9), it can be shown [18] that the orthogonal regression model may be written as
and the error criterion can be thus expressed as
Similarly to the Eq. (13), normalizing (17) by y T y gives
Analogously to the OFR, the regularized error reduction ratio due to q i is then
Significant regressors are selected based on rerr criterion in a forward regression manner [18] . Selection finishes when user-specified tolerance 0 < ξ < 1 is reached.
This produces a sparse model of M sub M regressors. Regularization parameters λ i are initially unknown. They are all set to a small value (e.g. 0.01) and a pass of an OFR using rerr criterion is carried out over the initial full model. λ i of a resulting sub-model is updated using the Bayesian evidence procedure [18] and an OFR using rerr criterion with the updated λ i is carried out over the previously generated sub-model. This procedure is applied iteratively until λ i remains sufficiently unchanged between two iterations. In general, each iteration generates a sub-model from a model generated in the previous iteration and updates λ i used in a next iteration. This can be schematically expressed as follows.
The algorithm is computationally effective and the number of regressors often decreases dramatically within the first few (e.g. 4-5) iterations. A few more iterations are usually required for regularization parameters to converge. Typically about 10 iterations in total suffice to construct final parsimonious model with the design matrix X f inal .
Locally Regularized OFR with D-Optimality Cost
LROFR algorithm can be further enhanced by the DOptimality cost which effectively maximizes determinant of (X T X) and thus improves model robustness [18] . LROFR with D-Optimality cost adopts the combined criterion
The algorithm is identical to the LROFR but the selection is governed by the combined regularized error reduction ratio.
Stopping rule (20) for a single iteration is not necessary any more because after selecting a certain number of significant regressors all remaining unselected regressors will have their crerr i ≤ 0. Finding an appropriate value of the user-specified parameter β is usually quick and straightforward.
RBF Regression Modeling
The aim in nonlinear system identification is to approximate (identify) dynamics between observed inputs and outputs of interest. The discrete-time system to be identified is in the following form
(24) where u(k) is the input vector and y(k) is the scalar 1 output for the time step k, l u and l y are the time delay lags in the input and output respectively and e(k) is the system white noise. Letting (25) reduces (24) into
The system is to be identified from N-sample data set
. One of the possible approaches to approximate f is the RBF regression modeling.
where M denotes the number of RBF regressors, θ i is the i-th regression coefficient and φ i (x(k)) is its corresponding i-th RBF regressor with centre c i and variance υ i .
||.|| is the Euclidean norm and function ϕ is an RBF nonlinearity. The thin plate spline (TPS) function (Eq. 29) and the Gaussian function (Eq. 30) are the two most common choices.
The regression model of Eq. (27) can be written in a matrix form
T , and
T is the design matrix with its columns
The crucial issue in the RBF modeling is to choose a set of basis functions φ i so that resulting model is robust, parsimonious and generalizes well. A common approach is to generate many basis functions first, and then iteratively select a suitable subset until a final parsimonious model is generated. Each generated φ i is defined by its centre c i and variance υ i . The variance υ i is often fixed to a single value υ for each φ i . Let c i = x(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ M , and set M = N which effectively makes every data point x(i) a candidate for a centre. This makes the number of generated basis functions φ i equal to the number of data points and matrix Φ will result in size of N × N . Let the design matrix of this initial full model be denoted by Φ f ull and the design matrix of the final model by Φ f inal . LROFR algorithm combined with D-Optimality cost is used to iteratively select useful regressors from [18, 15] . In each iteration, the algorithm selects a subset of regressors from the previous iteration in a forward regression manner and updates the regularization parameters used in the next iteration.
ESN Regression Modeling
Linear Readout
The state-space update equation (1) is used to extract temporal or spatial patterns from original N-sample data set {u(k), y(k)} N k=1 where u(k) ∈ R L and y(k) ∈ R Q are the k-th training input vector and corresponding desired vector response, respectively. Echo-states x(k + 1) are sampled via the Eq. (1) using the original input vectors u(k + 1) and/or output vectors y(k), and previous echostate x(k) itself. Some initial echo-states from the sampling are discarded to avoid the influence of the undefined random states x(0) and y(0) at time k = 0. The rest of the echo-states are then stored as rows of the design matrix X. Let rows of the matrix y be the vectors y(k)
T . The ESN regression readout model can be then expressed in the matrix form
where W out are the regression weights (coefficients) and e are random errors with common variance and zero mean. The regression weights W out are traditionally estimated using the least-squares (LS) method
Sampling via the state-space Eq. (1) generates echoregressors (columns of the design matrix X) of various relevance to the desired response. The shape and characteristics of the echo-regressors are indirectly governed by the ESN state-space parameters (pseudo-random weight matrices W in , W, W f b , nonlinearity f , etc.). These parameters are adjusted (mostly using intuition and experience) so that the linear compounds of the generated echoregressors approximate the response with a desired accuracy.
Obviously, an expansion with pseudo-random parameters gives rise to regressors of various importance. As outlined in the introduction, the number of echo-regressors is often excessively high with some of the echo-regressors being collinear. High dimensionality of the readout and multicollinearity contributes to numerical instability of the readout and it is often the case that LS estimates of W out have large variances and inappropriately large mean values. Models with many parameters are also prone to overfitting because they may easily fit into the noise of the response. Taking these issues into account, it is desirable to reduce dimensionality of the readout, particularly by removing or penalizing the undesired collinear and less significant echo-regressors.
These issues may be addressed by local regularization applied to all the generated echo-regressors [12] . Regularization penalizes individual echo-regressors based on their Bayesian relevance so that the readout response is smooth and does not fit the into noise. This alone while significantly improving generalization does not fully indicate the importance of the individual echo-regressors. Examination of the regularization parameters will only show which regressors had to be attenuated so that model response is "smooth enough". Such analysis is therefore unsatisfactory for relating particular echo-regressors and overall ESN structure to different features of the training data.
To overcome this limitation we study the individual quality of the echo-regressors using LROFR. Joint analysis of the individual variance contributions and Bayesian relevance of the echo-regressors using LROFR is able to give more accurate information concerning the importance of particular regressors. This information can be used in a variety of ways for an in-depth analysis of an ESN structure and its state-space parameters in a relation to the unknown dynamics of the underlying problem.
In the following we will describe how to compute the individual significance of echo-regressors by using LROFR algorithm.
Analysis of echo-regressors using the OFR algorithm
The individual variance contributions of the echo-regressors can be calculated using the OFR algorithm given in Section 2. The stopping rule (14) is left out and all generated echo-regressors are gradually selected into the readout model based on their respective error reduction ratios. The unexplained variance ratio (variance ratio of the error term) is observed after each selection to see by how much an introduction of a new echo-regressor decreases the ratio. Some of the generated echo-regressors explain a higher portion of the response variance and some less. It is therefore often the case that in the beginning of the selection process the unexplained variance ratio decreases sharply while selecting more significant regressors into the readout model. Gradually, the unexplained variance ratio starts to decrease substantially slower when the algorithm selects from the remaining echo-regressors that are either non-significant or collinear with any of the already selected echo-regressors. Observing this selection process reveals the redundancy of an ESN expansion; i.e. roughly how many of the echo-regressors are important and how many are not so. This information may be used to determine the appropriate dimensionality for the linear readout so that a parsimonious and more stable readout is obtained. Moreover, it can in turn be used to suggest the dimensionality of the state-space equation and it helps to evaluate suitability of its pseudo-random parameters too.
This analysis is also able to determine whether more flexibility is required either in readout response surface or in readout temporal processing capability. If the analysis indicates a need for a more flexible response surface, one may use RBF readout built using LROFR-DOPT which is presented later. D&S readout may be used in cases where a need for more temporal capability is indicated.
Locally regularized linear readout
Analysis using OFR shows how many and which of the generated echo-regressors are useful for modeling a task of interest. The principle of selecting echo-regressors which maximize variance explained by linear readout model alone is however often unsatisfactory because the constructed readout model may fit into the noise of the response rather than into the true response curve itself. Local regularization appropriately smooths the solution obtained by OFR so that model response does not (over) fit into noise. Regularization also naturally attenuates instabilities caused by multicollinearity and improves model robustness.
Locally regularized linear readout uses LROFR to estimate W out . The stopping rule (20) is again left out so that all echo-regressors in X are analyzed. Computation of regularization parameters λ i usually converges within 8-10 iterations and echo-regressors in X are then ordered based on their importance to the response variable of interest. The very first iteration can actually be used for observing the unexplained variance ratio of the OFR analysis because regularization parameters λ i are set ,in the beginning, uniformly to extremely small values.
Observing the evolution of the unexplained variance ratio in the first iteration of LROFR, and examining vector λ with order of regressors in X give richer and more profound information concerning the importance of echo-regressors and suitability of an ESN structure with its state-space parameters in a relation to the unknown dynamics of the underlying problem.
One may change the state-space parameters of an ESN (W in , W, W f b , nonlinearity f , dimensionality, etc.), carry out LROFR, and observe how different parameters influence the quality and redundancy of echo-regressors. Such analysis provides in-depth information concerning how an ESN reacts to the data of interest and may be used for relating particular echo-regressors and overall ESN structure to different features of the training data. It is important to point out that sole regularization is not able to provide as deep an insight into the efficiency of an ESN expansion as a joint analysis of variance contributions and Bayesian relevance using LROFR. This will be experimentally illustrated in Section 5.
Vector of output weights W out estimated by LROFR is then re-ordered as was the original order of regressors in X for use with the state-space equation. Alternatively, the unnecessary echo-regressors may be completely left out which effectively reduces the dimensionality of the readout and is advantageous when further augmenting original echo-regressors by e.g. second power.
Locally regularized RBF readout
Flexibility of a linear readout might sometimes be insufficient for the data under consideration. Lack of readout flexibility is indicated by an unsatisfactory MSE which indicates that the original regressors do not explain the response variable sufficiently well and that a transformation of the original regressors should be carried out. MSE alone, however, does not reveal much information concerning the entire ESN model. Analysis using LROFR shows how the variance ratio of the error term (or MSE itself) drops with each selection of a new echo-regressor. If the state-space equation generates echo-regressors of low relevance to the response, the unexplained variance ratio will drop a little with each selection of a new regressor. This indicates that a more flexible readout will probably explain the response variable with higher accuracy while requiring less parameters.
Locally regularized RBF readout built using LROFR-DOPT is a flexible nonlinear modeling strategy that generates parsimonious models with excellent generalization performance. It is numerically more stable than RBF-RVM and possesses the computational advantages of nonlinear models linear-in-parameters. Locally regularized RBF readout for an ESN is constructed as described in Section 3 but vector x(k) in (25) is combined using u(k), y(k− 1) via the state-space equation (1); i.e. x(k) equals to a k-th row of the ESN design matrix X. The readout may be expressed as
where f RBF = [φ 1 (x(k + 1)), . . . , φ M (x(k + 1))] and M equals to M f inal after application of LROFR with D-Optimality cost to the full RBF model.
Modeling Examples
The following tasks are used to illustrate the analysis of an ESN model using LROFR algorithms. Joint orthogonal variance analysis combined with Bayesian relevance in LROFR is experimentally tested. Locally regularized RBF readout is additionally used where appropriate if the analysis indicated a need for a more flexible readout. The first presented task is a noisy real-world application and the second task is a synthetic noiseless benchmark task.
Synthesis of Handwritten Characters
An ESN was successfully used to investigate and model the naturalness of handwritten characters which is defined as being the difference between the strokes of the handwritten characters and the canonical fonts on which they are based [19] . In general, the naturalness learning framework defines naturalness as the difference between target human-like behavior and the behavior of an original canonical system which resembles the desired target human-like behavior but lacks human idiosyncrasy. In the handwriting example, the canonical system comprises the strokes of an original font character and the naturalness of the differences between handwritten strokes and their corresponding original font strokes. If it were possible to generate the appropriate naturalness (differences) for the strokes of a font character, then synthesizing a handwritten character would be reduced to the simple addition of the naturalness to the original font strokes.
It was shown that the relationship between certain properties of font strokes (canonical system) and their naturalness exists and can be modeled using an ESN [19, 20] .
Font strokes were expressed as a 2D vector field comprised of vectors between successive evenly spaced points of font strokes. Naturalness was expressed as a 2D displacement vector field between handwritten strokes and their corresponding original font strokes. In other words, an ESN is used to model a relationship between a 2D explanatory variable (font strokes) and a 2D response (naturalness). Following the original work [19] , the training data matrices U (2D explanatory variable) and V (2D response) were established at sizes 2704 × 2.
The network is comprised of 300 units using the Gaussian RBF activation function with zero mean and variance of 1. The internal weights in the matrix W were randomly assigned values of 0, 0.2073, −0.2073 with respective probabilities 0.95, 0.025, 0.025. For a 300 × 300 matrix W, this implies a spectral radius of ≈ 0.85, providing for a relatively long short-term memory [2] . Two input and two output units were attached. Input weights were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over (−1, 1) with probability of 0.9 or set to 0. With this input matrix, the network is strongly driven by the input activations because many elements of the matrix W in are nonzero values. The network has output feedback connections W back , which were randomly set to one of the three values of 0, 0.1, −0.1 with respective probabilities 0.9, 0.05, 0.05. With this configuration for the feedback connections, the network is only marginally excited by previous output activations; using higher values for the feedback connections was found to lead to the network becoming unstable when running on its own [19] .
The ESN was driven by the samples in U and V with a washout period being set to 300. The first 300 internal states were discarded. The network internal states x(k) from k = 301 through k = 2704 were collected and saved as rows of the design matrix X.
First, the traditional linear readout is used and its performance is observed in the training, testing and modeling stages 2 (Tab. 1). A relatively low MSE in training is in contrast to a higher MSE in the testing and modeling stages. Otherwise, not much can be seen from an analysis using sole MSE. LROFR is then carried out to analyze the statistical quality of the generated echo-regressors in X against the response variable. Figures 1 and 2 plot the results of the OFR analysis (first iteration of LROFR). The unexplained variance ratio (i.e. variance ratio of the error term) decreases sharply and steadily until about 50 echo-regressors were selected into the readout. Selecting more echo-regressors provided a moderate but still steady drop in the unexplained variance ratio until about 150 echo-regressors were selected. Selecting even more echoregressors gave a rather negligible drop in the unexplained variance ratio, especially the region when 180 to 300 echoregressors were selected. Clearly, about half of the echoregressors contribute very little to the variance of the response variable.
After convergence of the regularization parameters λ i (10 iterations), vector λ and corresponding regression weights were examined. About the last 60 echo-regressors had an extremely large λ i which in turn caused their corresponding regression weights to became virtually zero (i.e. extremely small). The OFR analysis (first iteration of LROFR) however showed that about half (150) of the generated echo-regressors contribute little to the explained variance of the training response. This shows that an analysis based purely on regularization (Bayesian relevance) is not able to fully reveal the importance of the generated echo-regressors. Joint analysis of the individual variance contributions and Bayesian relevance using LROFR gives more accurate information concerning the importance of the regressors.
The regression weights W out were then reordered as was the original order of the echo-regressors in X so that the readout could be attached to the state-space equation in the testing and modeling stage. Locally regularizing the linear readout (i.e. attenuating the undesired regressors) increases the training MSE but improves stability and robustness of the readout, and thus, decreases the MSE in the testing and modeling stage (see Tab. 1 for details).
Information that about half of the regressors are of little importance indicates that perhaps a more flexible readout with less parameters may explain the variance of the response variable with higher accuracy and better robustness. A locally regularized RBF readout was therefore tried to see whether it could improve performance. The variance of the Gaussian RBF was set υ = 65 and D- It is evident that the locally regularized RBF readout is superior in the testing and modeling stages. Interestingly, the number of the RBF nodes is in line with the results of the LROFR analysis given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The figures show that only about 130-150 out of the total 300 regressors are significant. This suggests that an additional nonlinear flexible readout may explain the response variance with about the same or lower dimensionality while providing improved accuracy and robustness. Dimensionality of the RBF readouts was found to be similar to the number of significant echo-regressors and flexibility of the nonlinear RBF response surface resulted in an improved performance as outlined in Tab. 1.
The LROFR analysis also suggests that the parameters of the state-space equation in the handwriting task could be designed and optimized in a better way (e.g. different dimensionality, nonlinearity in f , weight matrices, etc.) so that less collinear and non-significant echo-regressors are generated. Although we are here concentrating on an improvement of the readout mechanism itself, the presented analysis is useful for an improvement and better understanding of an entire ESN model structure and is discussed further in Section 6.
Mackey-Glass system
The Mackey-Glass (MG) delay differential equation is a standard benchmark task for time-series modeling.
The system parameters are usually set to α = 0.2, β = 10, and γ = 0.1. If τ > 16.8 then the system has a chaotic attractor. The values of τ are often set to 17 (mild chaotic behaviour) or 30 (wild chaotic behaviour). In our experiments we set τ = 30. We followed the work in [1] and the MG system was approximated in discrete time (36) with δ which denotes a stepsize being set to δ = 10 as in [1] so that results may be compared. A 3000 point MG sequence was than generated and used in the training stage. Figure 3 depicts the last 1000 points of the training sequence. The training sequence was transformed y → tanh(y − 1) to fit into interval (−1, 1) so that the sequence may be used with sigmoid internal units. An ESN used for modeling the MG system comprised of 400 internal units with standard sigmoid activation function (tanh hyperbolic tangens). The internal weights in the matrix W were randomly assigned values 0, 0.4, −0.4 with probabilities 0.99, 0.005, 0.005 respectively. One input unit was attached to feed in a constant bias of value of 0.2. The input weights W in were randomly set to values 0, 0.14, −0.14 with respective probabilities 0.5, 0.25, 0.25. One linear output unit was attached and the feedback weights W f b were drawn from a uniform distribution over [−0.56, 0.56]. Similarly to [1] , a uniform noise term over (−10 −5 , 10 −5 ) was included in the state-space equation to obtain a less correlated echo-regressors and a more stable state-space update.
The training sequence was fed into the network via the feedback weights and the internal states were collected into the design matrix X. The first 1000 steps were discarded as an initial transient resulting in the design matrix of size of 2000 × 400. Similarly, the first 1000 points were deleted from the training sequence for the regression task.
The ordinary linear readout was tested first and its MSE was calculated. The MSE was found to be relatively low which shows that the linear compound of the generated echo-regressors could explain the variance of the training sequence remarkably well. In fact, the readout gives an almost exact fit to the training sequence. This is often the case if an ESN setup is strongly autoregressive. In the MG example, the training sequence is fed back into the reservoir via a relatively large and dense W f b which in turn causes many of the generated echo-regressors to strongly correlate with the training sequence (and hence the low MSE in the training stage).
The design matrix was further analyzed using OFR. Figure 4 plots the results. It is easy to observe that the unexplained variance sharply drops with a selection of one single echo-regressor from X. This can be again attributed to the strongly autoregressive setup of the ESN which generates echo-regressors that are highly correlated with the training sequence. This observation indicates that it will probably be difficult to generate a signal of similarly high correlation using even many RBFs in an RBF readout. Apparently, in this task a readout capable of generating a flexible response surface will most likely not provide an increase in performance. This fact together with the autoregressive ESN setup however suggests that delaying the echo-regressors by means of D&S readout may on the other hand provide an increase in performance. Locally regularized linear readout was than tested to see how many echo-regressors will be attenuated using regularization parameters. The analysis was particularly interesting because the training sequence is noise-free. After the convergence of the regularization parameters λ i (10 iterations), vector λ and the corresponding regression weights were examined. About 50 echo-regressors had extremely large λ i which in turn caused their corresponding regression weights to became virtually zero (i.e. extremely small). Table 2 shows the training MSE. As expected, the locally regularized linear readout gives a slightly higher MSE because its response is smoothed. Smoothing was ,however, gentle and it was not obvious to the naked eye when compared to the training sequence or to the response of the ordinary linear readout. Output weights in W out were then re-ordered to its original order so that they can be used with the state-space update in the testing stage.
A locally regularized RBF readout was also tested. The results were however unsatisfactory. As we already pointed out, this can be attributed to the fact that within the generated echo-regressors there are already signals that strongly correlate with the response variable. It is difficult and meaningless to generate a signal of similarly high cor-relation by adding together even many RBFs (even if each RBF node would have a tunable variance parameter). 
In the testing stage, 100 independent sequences of length 1084 were generated. All sequences were transformed in the same way as the training sequence (y → tanh(y − 1)) to fit them into interval (−1, 1) so that the sequences may be used with a reservoir that has internal units with sigmoid function. The trained ESN was run teacher-forced for 1000 steps and then left running free for 84 steps with each of the generated sequences. The difference between an output of the freely running ESN and a value of the true sequence in step 84 was calculated and averaged over all 100 trials by means of normalized root mean square error (NRMSE). The NRMSE in step 84 is defined using the following formula
(37) where i denotes trial number and σ 2 variance of original attractor signal 3 . Definition of NRMSE in other steps (e.g. 120) is straightforward.
The two readouts (traditional linear and linear locally regularized) were tested and N RM SE 84 and N RM SE 120 were calculated. Table 2 gives the results. It was interesting to observe that despite the fact that the MG series is noise-free, a locally regularized readout was found to perform better. It is worth to point out that a locally regularized linear readout does not give as precise fit to the training MG sequence of 2000 points as the plain linear readout; i.e. some small fluctuations in the training sequence are smoothed out when using local regularization. The results in Table 2 suggest that such minor smoothing is beneficial for many (noise-free) sequences in the testing state. 3 We followed the work in [1] and its source code to be able to compare results. In fact, the length of the original attractor was 1000 + 84 × 100 instead of 1084 × 100. After the initial transient period of 1000 points, the internal state of the ESN was saved and the net was left running free for 84 steps. The difference between the true response and an output of the freely running net in step 84 was calculated for its use in the NRMSE formula. Then, the net was ran now teacher-forced from the saved internal state for 84 steps and new internal state was saved. This procedure was repeated 100 times and NRMSE was computed.
To further investigate this phenomenon we repeated the testing stage ten more times always with new 100 independent sequences. The results are presented in Table 3. As we can see, in some cases a locally regularized linear readout outperformed a plain linear readout, in some cases, however, it was the linear readout that performed better. Weights of both readouts were estimated using the MG sequence of 2000 points. As it is often the case, this training sequence does not capture the entire dynamics of the underlying system and precise fit (linear readout) works well only if testing sequences are similar to the training one. For some other sequences, however, the smoothed fit (local regularization) works better. This is the reason why in Table 3 there are testing stages where a locally regularized linear readout outperformed linear readout but also stages where it is the other way around. In practice, the length of a training sequence is often limited and even noise-free data may benefit smoothing a model response using local regularization, especially systems with a periodic attractor. Furthermore, LROFR analysis provides a deeper insight into the dynamics of an ESN model. In the presented MG task, the LROFR analysis (Fig.4) shows that there is no need for a more flexible readout (e.g. RBF readout) because some of the generated echo-regressors already explain a high portion of the variance of the training sequence. Testing trials with both readouts show that there is probably still room for an improvement of performance but this time not in terms of readout flexibility but rather in terms of extracting more information from the echo-regressors (e.g. extracting more temporal information using delay&sum readout [9, 12] ). Some suggestions for research along this line are outlined in the next section.
Discussion
The presented locally regularized readouts improve the accuracy, stability and robustness of an ESN model either by direct penalization of the undesired echo-regressors using locally regularized linear readout or by an effective transformation into RBF regressors using a locally regularized RBF readout if more flexibility is required.
LROFR analysis helps to better understand whether the state-space parameters are suitable for the data under consideration. Different construction mechanisms for the weight matrices or activation functions give rise to echoregressors of different shapes and quality. The presented analysis using the LROFR enables better understanding concerning the efficiency of these mechanisms. Some interesting examples of such mechanisms for the LROFR analysis are as follows. The Hebbian adaptation rule is an interesting mechanism to optimize the weight values in W in , W ,W f b for ESN models of moderate size (e.g. 100 internal units) [4] . Other works are concerned with adapting the topology of the weight matrices rather than adapting a value of each particular weight [4, 5] . Imprinting smallworld and scale-free structures well known from graph theory onto a structure of the weight matrices yielded particularly interesting results [5] . Different activation functions f in the state-space equation has also been studied. Besides traditional sigmoid or identity functions [1, 2] , radial basis functions (RBF) [20] , other non-monotonous functions [7] and parametrized activation functions in f [6] have been tested with improved performance and stability of the state-space update being observed. The LROFR analysis is capable of providing profound and detailed insight into these construction mechanisms; regarding their efficiency and suitability for a task at hand.
Echo-regressors delayed by the D&S readout may also be analyzed in detail by the LROFR. All the delayed regressors may be analyzed so that the most significant delays are determined. The importance of the delays may be then used for complex analysis of the temporal structure of the underlying problem. The analysis will also show whether an additional flexible readout (e.g. RBF) should be used after the D&S readout so that robustness and accuracy is enhanced even further.
There is a room for improvements in the presented readouts too. LROFR may be effectively combined with the PRESS statistics (leave-one-out criterion) so that the locally regularized linear readout automatically selects a significant subset of echo-regressors with no user-specified stopping rule being involved [21] . This would automatically determine dimensionality for the readout which is particularly desirable when augmenting internal states. Another interesting alternative is to use the recently proposed Coordinate descent approach for finding significant subset of echo-regressors [22] .
Generalization abilities and parsimony of locally regularized RBF readout may be also further improved using tunable RBF kernels [23] . The outlined research directions are planned to be pursued in the future.
Conclusion
This study has shown that the presented modeling strategy enables better understanding, design and evaluation of ESN models. Both presented readouts improve the generalization ability of an ESN and are viable alternatives to traditional linear readout or nonlinear readouts based on FFNN/RBF-RVM. Improved performance is not the only advantage of the presented approach. The importance of echo-regressors generated via the ESN state-space equation can be transparently analyzed using the presented strategy. Suitability of the state-space parameters and overall ESN structure for a task at hand can therefore be inspected in a straightforward manner.
Future work will be targeted towards the improvements of our strategy which are outlined in Section 6. The proposed improvements are likely to further advance the design of ESN models producing stable and parsimonious ESN models that generalize well.
